PORK MEAT
FROM TERUEL
Nature

Cartesa products meet all three of the
principles underpinning our identity:
Health, flavour and sustainability.
Now is the time to highlight the
value of these principles through our
Naturuel brand: a new, revitalised and
more straightforward image.

Naturuel is
a registered
trademark of
Cartesa

So you can perfectly distinguish the
products coming from and offering the
best of Teruel; Cartesa products.
Our green pastures, the sunlight
embracing our countryside and an
extensive region rich in tradition are
the iconic characteristics reflected in
our new identity.
Pork meat that is “mouthwateringly
succulent” is called Naturuel. Discover
it for yourself!

Cartesa is an agri-food industry that
works with Portesa and AireSano
to develop a project that raises the
value of agri-livestock raw materials,
transforming them wherever they are
produced into products of outstanding
quality.

Cartesa has extremely modern
installations for undertaking the
necessary transformation processes to
obtain the very best product:

The business comprises the
activities of slaughter, cutting and
presentation in various fresh pork
meat formats, as well as processed
cured meat products subject to the
highest quality standards from farms
throughout the province of Teruel.

•

Slaughterhouse

•

Cutting facility

•

Deboning facility

•

Filleting facility

•

Packaging and packing facility

Our integrated production system enables us to
control the entire process from production and
selection of the best grains to preparation of the end
product in the various formats demanded by the
market. The whole process has obtained the following
certifications:

ABesides the domestic market, our products are exported to other EU countries
and further afield, including Japan, Hong Kong, South Korea, Mexico, etc. These
are some of the awards received by the company in recent years:

Natural and
from Teruel.
Proprietary farms,
integrated livestock
farmers and
grain storage and
transformation
facilities, meat and
drying industry.
All located in the
province of Teruel.

Our livestock
farming is subject
to the regulations
of and certification
by the Regulating
Council of the
“Jamón y Paleta de
Teruel”

Our production process.
Healthy and nutritional product guarantee.

FOOD

GRAINS FROM
TERUEL
The farmlands of Teruel supply
the grains, which we harvest
and process at our animal feed
factory.
Using only premium grains, we
prepare the right feed for our
livestock.

PROCESSES
MEAT
INDUSTRY

Our meat industry processes
the meats for various lines
of business, packaging and
pre-cutting, portion to the
consumer and selective cutting
for the preparation of ham,
shoulder and other products.

LIVESTOCK

FARMING AND
FATTENING
At our farms, we produce
and control the entire
livestock farming process;
from genetic selection
(insemination centre, 100%
Duroc hog) to the breeding,
raising and fattening farms.
This whole traceability
process guarantees the
highest level of uniformity.

PROCESSES
CURING
FACILITY

Our curing facility is located
in a unique environment: La
Puebla de Valverde (1,280 m
above sea level). This is the
perfect place for curing our
products. Quality and process
controls guarantee the end
product. Curing, deboning,
slicing and shipping is all
undertaken at our factory.
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Loin fillet

Half rack of ribs

Collar steak

Shoulder steak

Shoulder

Bacon

Sirloin

Tomahawk

Loin chops

A platform
serving our
clients
Either from the Cartesa website or
via the App developed for iOS and
Android, our clients can access our
entire commercial catalogue and find
detailed information about everything
they need. The information provided
ranges from product files to details
about packaging and palletisation.
A useful tool for staying up-to-date
about our products and special cuts.
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www.productoscartesa.com

Follow us.
Look out for our
promotions and latest news:

www.cartesa.es

Carnes de Teruel S.A.
Calle Lisboa s/nº
44195 Teruel

